
 

PORT COMMUNITY LIAISON COMMITTEE MEETING 
WEDNESDAY 7 JUNE 2017  

 
MINUTES 

 
PRESENT John Saunders (Chairman) Nicolas Fertin (CEO) 
 Matt Granger Darren Lambourn (GM PoB) 
 Raymond Jordan Duncan Gordon (HSE Mngr) 
 Tim Lee Steere Nathan Piacentini (Mngr Ops & Maint) 
 Brian Rettinger Gary Wilson (Harbour Master) 
 Nicolas Pozniakov Peta Rule (Comms) 
 Derek Lee Michelle Wells (A/Committee Secretary) 
 John Higgins  
 Monique Warnock  
  
APOLOGIES Neema Premji (Director SP) Michael Ansell 
 Gary Wood (Director SP)  
   
   
 
The Chairman opened the meeting at 5:05pm. 
 
1. ALCOA PRESENTATION 
 
Richard Kot from Alcoa provided a powerpoint presentation for this meeting, salient points and discussion 
included: 
 

• Richard noted the extraordinary amount of time it has taken for approval to move from KTS to Bunbury. 
• Short term stockpiling will use concrete bunker at Inner Harbour, trucking from the mine at Willowdale. 
• Long term stockpiling at Berth 4 (Alcoa) transfer tower.  Will use radial stockpile stacker, front end 

loader, onto conveyor. 
• J Saunders queried how many wagons in concert?  R Kot confirmed there would be 43 wagons.  It is not 

possible to get 57 wagons through the passing loops between Pinjarra and Bunbury. 
• N Fertin requested confirmation that there was therefore no rail investment required from Alcoa other 

than wagons.  R Kot confirmed that is the case. 
• The committee members queried the matter of dust and noise control. Jocelyn Zimmerman advised 

water cannons would be used from permanent stations.  Studies at present indicate there is no impact 
on environment around port.  Dust cart will be used on motorways during construction.  In relation to 
noise management studies, past work indicates use of front end loaders increases noise.  SVT 
Engineering will install acoustic barriers around the stockpile.  Richard Kot and Jocelyn advised they 
are fully aware of regulatory requirements and will require works approval from Department of 
Regulations.  Graphic does not show the acoustics around the coal bunker area. 

• Tom B noted trucking will only be undertaken during daylight hours.   
• John Saunders noted the community and businesses are very keen to see Alcoa’s project proceed.  East 

Bunbury residents have concern with dust and noise.  Noise mitigation is particularly difficulty to meet.   
• Peta Rule commented to John Saunders that she has been in contact with the media team at Alcoa to 

work on a coordinated approach.  Jocelyn commented that 2 members of Alcoa’s team live in East 
Bunbury.  

• Richard Kot discussed their project development strategy – George Construction Co. (local contractors) 
are doing detail design project (feasibility study) then will go to Alcoa Board to do rail, loop, etc. 

• John Saunders again reiterated the real issues are noise and dust.  Richard Kot replied Alcoa are 
confident they can address these issues in consultation with the community and stakeholders. 

• Tim Abrahams advised meetings had been held with Shire of Waroona, Harvey, Main Roads, discussions 
with truck sizes, loads. 
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• Tim Lee Steere – short length on Estuary Drive could cause a bottleneck?  Tom Busher responded that 
Alcoa will be speaking with truck drivers on this issue. 

• Nicolas Fertin – short term stockpiling mid-July, 1st ship August.  Peta Rule will work with Alcoa on 
media plan. 

• John Saunders commented that the more open and transparent communications are, the better. 
• Peta Rule advised that we have our strategy – must happen before you see the stockpile. 
• Brian Rettinger asked whether we should have joint press releases.  Peta Rule responded that there 

would be a coordinated approach and we are already in discussions with Alcoa. 
 
5.35pm – Monique Warnock joined the meeting. 
 

• N Fertin mentioned that within the Environmental Management Plan, there are triggers to stop 
operation.  Any port has this in their access agreement.  If noise or dust is not acceptable it will halt 
operation. 

• Matt G commented that any jobs created by this would be welcome by community members. 
• Richard Kot offered the community members an update whenever required, Alcoa are happy to provide. 

 
2. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 
B Rettinger referred to his previous declaration of interest in Port Tours. Brian Rettinger queried timing on 
expressions of interest for Port Tours.  Darren Lambourn advised it would be by end of this month going forward.  
The Southern Side roads were due for completion late June.  Nathan Piacentini noted the bauxite tracking may 
have affect on ability to conduct port tours. 
 
3. MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING 
The minutes of the previous meeting held on 12 April 2017 were agreed as being a true and correct record of the 
meeting,   
 
4. MATTERS ARISING FROM PREVIOUS MINUTES 
 
Nil 
 
5. PORT TRADE AND PROJECT UPDATES (N Piacentini) 
Nathan Piacentini, Manager Operations & Maintenance, provided an update on Port Trade and Projects.  The key 
points of interest are as follows: 
 

• At Berth 5, Piacentini are moving a lot of machines, this will continue for next 3-4 weeks. 
• Trade is looking up with mining companies increasing volumes to end of financial year. 
• Southern Side Roads – some dramas with imports/exports but will result in long term gain. 
• Recruiting maintenance personnel – Applications for mechanical personnel closes Sunday.  Additional 7 

positions to accommodate increased throughput through Berth 8. 
• Monique Warnock mentioned discussions with Colin Piacentini re exporting/importing equipment and 

Colin passed on thanks to Darren. 
• Darren Lambourn – we are pushing berth 8 capacity from 2.1mtpa to 5mtpa.  We must limit shuts to 

preventative maintenance.  Maintenance now coming back in-house.  Good to have Alcoa but good to 
have smaller organic growth as well. 

 
The Committee noted the Port Trade and New Trade updates. 
 
6. ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT (D Gordon) 

Duncan Gordon, HSE Manager, provided an update on environmental matters for the Port of Bunbury: 

• Relinquished outer harbour Part V license. 

• Biennial IMS survey completed 2-3 weeks ago.  Awaiting results.  Identified 1 low risk IMS. 

• Finished sand renourishment at Pt Busaco.  5000m3 – will keep eye on sand drift and survey 3 monthly. 

• Revegetation project at WAPRES site – now exposed, will do low growing revegetation (due to high 
voltage powerline).  Extending screen wall along Koombana Bay – will act as potential noise barrier. 

• DER licence amendment for proposed bauxite export. 

• Shallow ground water monitoring commenced (6 monthly). 
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• Corella cull ongoing – Happened within the port boundary, working with City of Bunbury.  Licence from 
DPAW applicable for 12 months.  Hope to move the corellas into the farmlands. 

• Monique Warnock commented she thought the City of Bunbury were slow off the mark with respect to 
the corella infestation. 

• New dust collectors to be installed in B8 conveyor system.  Nathan Piacentini added we are replacing 
existing dust collectors and adding 3 additional collectors into the system that can handle all products, 
not just dry.  

• Berth 8 is re-using wash and stormwater.  Part of issue is we have a certain bore allocation from 
Yarakadee. 

• DMP jurisdictional areas at Berth 8 are still under discussion. 

• Preston River inlet sampling has been conducted – awaiting results. 

• Soil stabilization trials will kick off again after southern side roads work finished. 

• Raising port lands sand using as fill. 

• Future deployment of noise loggers in East Bunbury.  Ready to go next week. 

• Monique Warnock queried how bauxite was going to be loaded into truck.  NP noted noisiest part was 
the road hopper. 

• Question was asked regarding how often sand renourishment would be required at Port Busaco?  
Duncan Gordon responded we would probably have to do it annually.  

The Committee noted the Environmental update. 
 
7. MARINE UPDATE (G Wilson)  

Gary Wilson (Harbour Master) provided an update on marine issues, noting the following: 

• Bunbury Port is busiest by trade. 

• Dredging completed on time and on budget. 

• Channel and all berths in inner harbour back to designed depths. 

• We can dredge using shore based equipment. 

• 4 pilots here all up and running. 

• Deputy Harbour Master (Les Turner) on leave. 

• 2 pilot boats serviced recently, operating well.  The boats are run by Smit Lamnalco.  

• Alcoa will increase number of ships.  That increase won’t have material impact on port operations but 
we are looking carefully at port planning to better optimize berth usage.  Lands-side-Shipboard 
interface and marine side. 

• 1st cruise ship of season arrives on Saturday (Pacific Eden arrives 7am, departs 4.30pm). 

The Committee noted the Marine update. 
 

8. COMMUNITY QUESTIONS/ISSUES (PCLC MEMBERS) 
 

a. Noise - Monique W raised issue of noise at BFE.   Not sure about consistency.  Duncan Gordon 
responded that yes, operator issues at times but removal of dredge spoil hasn’t made any difference to 
noise levels.  Noise logger will tell the story, as well as noise levels.  Monique enquired whether port 
has jurisdiction to advise BFE to keep noise down?  DKL responded that noise loggers will provide 
evidence. Duncan G further explained that Alcoa made the point they cannot add any additional noise to 
current levels.  The regulator (DER) is ultimately where the adjudication comes from.  DG – Part of it is 
peer group pressure.  It may be as simple as changing the start times. Monitors will be in place next 
week 24/7 and stagger it in all kinds of weather conditions. 

 
N Fertin suggested BFE are invited to the next PCLC meeting.  His concern is that the workers may also 
be exposed to higher than allowed noises.  We need to work with them openly and constructively.  
 

9. MEDIA UPDATE (P Rule) 
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P Rule provided an update on media as follows: 

• Port Talk went out this month.  It will now be quarterly. 

• Stakeholder survey will be conducted May 29 – June 12. 

• We have had a logo change, and dropped the word Authority from our title 

• Peta offered assistance to Brian Rettinger to compile FAQ’s for tours. 
 
The Committee noted the media update. 
 
10. SOUTHERN PORTS UPDATE (N Fertin)  

N Fertin provided an update on the following: 

• EOFY – Finishing pretty well 

• Esperance now in full swing of woodchips, lithium, copper concentrate and nickel concentrate. 

• Next financial year envisage hundreds of local jobs, particularly in construction, jobs for bauxite. 

• A lot of money is being spent in ports, a lot of projects coming to fruition. 

• Minister will be impressed.  A lot has bee done since Darren came into Southern Ports. 

• New GM Health, Safety, Environment, Security is Darren Chapman. 

• Big topics – outer harbour relocation. Our strategy is to vacate outer harbour in their entirety. 

• Keep cruise ships 

• Will take a lot of money to relocate – difficult to move from A to B for no profit. 

• Committee queried when they will move out of outer harbour?  NF advised discussions being 
undertaken.  Cost $10-$40M.  We have identified places for them but up to them if they want to stay in 
Bunbury.  Important that when the trade relocates we are not left with a wasteland.  New government 
committed $65M to waterfront.  Budget will be concluded in September. 

• Monique W – spoke to Don Punch – have to wait until forward estimates for budget.   

• NF – we have to get our funds through Treasury.  Minister is aware of costs. The tug pen needs to be 
demolished.  Sheds that are there?  Only 2 sheds being used.  In terms of work packages (22) to be 
executed once funding is granted by Port Users & State. 

• Port expansion and relocation – will hit milestones in next few weeks and possibly discuss at next PCC 
meeting.    

• Preston River – coming to conclusion. 
 
The Committee noted the Southern Ports Update. 
 
11. COMMUNITY QUESTIONS/ISSUES (PCLC MEMBERS) 
 
No items raised. 
 
12. GENERAL BUSINESS  
 
Committee members gave special thanks for Tug visit.  Tour guides were excellent. 
 
Matt Granger advised the Minister is keen to establish a task force for Fremantle outer harbour. The Taskforce 
would consider proposals such as the Bunbury port expansion and Kwinana container port.   
 
Meeting closed at 6.55pm 
 
DATE OF NEXT MEETING:  Wednesday, 9 August 2017 
 
John Saunders 
Chairman 
Bunbury Port Community Liaison Committee 
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ACTION ITEM LIST 
FROM MINUTES OF PORT COMMUNITY LIAISON COMMITTEE 
7 June 2017 
 

ITEM NO ACTION DATE AROSE ACTION BY STATUS 

1. Provide copy of Defence Industry presentation documents to 
N Fertin 

12 April  17 B Rettinger COMPLETE 

2. Arrange for BFE to attend next PCLC meeting 7 June 17 D Lambourn Postponed to October 2017 meeting due to 
operational reasons. 

3. Extra-ordinary meeting of PCLC to take place on 29 June 7 June 17 D Lambourn  COMPLETE 

 
 


